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Abstract
A recipe is proposed for estimating strong ground motions from speciﬁc earthquakes based on
source characteristics from waveform inversion using strong motion data. The main features of the
source model are characterized by three kinds of fault parameters, which we call : outer, inner, and
extra fault parameters. The outer fault parameters provide overall pictures of the target earthquakes such as entire source area and seismic moment. The inner fault parameters characterize
stress heterogeneity inside the fault area. The extra fault parameters are considered to complete the
source model, and include starting point and propagation pattern of the rupture. The seismic
hazard maps for future large earthquakes with a high probability of occurrence potential are based
on the idea of the recipe proposed here by two governmental organizations, the Headquarters of
Earthquake Research Center and Central Disaster Prevention Council in Japan.

Key words : strong ground motion, outer fault parameter, inner fault parameter, asperity, e#ective
stress
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Introduction

outer, inner, and extra fault parameters. The outer

From recent developments in waveform inver-

fault parameters are conventional parameters char-

sion analyses for estimating the rupture process us-

acterizing earthquake size, such as rupture area and

ing strong motion data during large earthquakes, we

seismic moment, and give an overall picture of a

have understood that strong ground motions are

source fault. The inner fault parameters are intro-

related to slip heterogeneity inside the source rather

duced in this study as the combined area of asperities

than average slip in the entire rupture area. Asperi-

and stress drop of each asperity that deﬁne slip het-

ties are characterized as regions that have a large slip

erogeneity inside the source, and which have much

relative to the average slip on the rupture area, based

more inﬂuence on strong ground motions. The extra

on heterogeneous slip distributions that are esti-

fault parameters characterize rupture nucleation and

mated from source inversion (Somerville et al., +333).

termination such as starting point and propagation

It was found that the asperity areas, as well as entire

pattern of the rupture.

rupture areas, scale with total seismic moment. An-

So far, most strong motion predictions in earth-

other important study for strong motion prediction

quake hazard analyses have been made using the

showed that strong motion generation areas coincide

empirical attenuation-distance curve for peak ground

approximately with asperity areas, where a lot of

acceleration (PGA) and peak ground velocity (PGV),

stress is released (Miyake et al., ,**+ ; Miyake et al.,

in which source information is deﬁned only by seis-

,**-).

mic magnitude and fault area as outer fault parame-

Based on the two scaling relationships for the

ters.

However, from the source inversion studies

entire rupture area and the asperity areas with re-

mentioned above, we have realized that such pa-

spect to the total seismic moment, we found that the

rameters are not su$cient to estimate strong ground

source model for predicting strong ground motions

motions.

is characterized by three kinds of fault parameters :

We developed a “recipe” for predicting strong

* e-mail : irikura@geor.or.jp (+ῌ2ῌ., Utsubo-honmachi, Nishi-ku, Osaka, //*ῌ***., Japan)
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ground motions (Irikura and Miyake, ,**+ ; Irikura,
,**.), which characterizes the three kinds of fault
parameters of source modeling for future large earthquakes. The idea of the “recipe” has been applied in
the Seismic Hazard Map for Speciﬁed Seismic Source
Faults by the Headquarters for Earthquake Research
Promotion and the Central Disaster Prevention
Council in Japan.
,.

Strong Motion Prediction Program in Japan
The basic policy for deﬁning seismic hazard in

Japan is based on the +333 fundamental mission
statement governing earthquake research over the
next ten years as “The promotion of earthquake
researchῌcomprehensive basic policies for the promotion of seismic research through the observation,
measurement, and survey of earthquakes,” established by the Headquarters for Earthquake Research
Promotion (Director : Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science, and Technology).

Fig. +. Probability of su#ering strong motions greater than seismic intensity 0- within -* years from
,**/ AD (Earthquake Research Committee, ,**/).

It initiated the

creation of seismic hazard maps by promoting surveys of active faults, long-term evaluations of occurrence potential, and predictions of strong ground
motions.

ﬁnite di#erence method considering the --D struc-

Two subcommittees were established under the

tures from source to target sites, and short-period

Headquarters. One is Subcommittee for Long-term

motions are simulated with the stochastic Green’s

Evaluations, which was launched in +33/ to evaluate

function method (e.g. Irikura and Kamae, +333). PGA,

the probability of earthquake occurrence at active

PGV, seismic intensity, etc., are easily evaluated once

faults and plate boundaries. The other is Subcom-

the time histories of ground motions are estimated.

mittee for Strong Motion Evaluations, which was

The time histories of ground motions are useful for

launched in +332 to make seismic hazard maps using

nonlinear dynamic analyses of structures, which are

two di#erent approachesῌprobabilistic and determi-

needed to design earthquake-resistant buildings and

nistic.

critical structures such as bridges, lifelines, and elec-

The probabilistic seismic hazard map is shown

tric power plants.

as the predicted likelihood of a ground motion level

The Central Disaster Prevention Council belong-

such as PGA, PGV, and seismic intensity occurring in

ing to the Cabinet O$ce also made deterministic

a given area within a set time as shown in Fig. +. It

seismic hazard maps for the hypothetical Tokai, To-

provides important information for land planning,

nankai, and Nankai earthquakes shown as Fig. ,,

design standards for structures, and educating peo-

which are feared likely to occur within the next half

ple on seismic risks.

century. They made damage and causality estimates

The deterministic seismic hazard map is shown
as a distribution of ground motion levels predicted

to determine disaster management plans for those
earthquakes.

for individual speciﬁc earthquakes from assumed
fault models. The strong ground motions at speciﬁc

-.

Scaling Relationships of Fault Parameters

sites near each source fault are estimated as time

Most of the di$culties predicting strong ground

history, based on the recipe characterizing the source

motions involve characterizing source models of fu-

and numerical synthesis of waveforms with a hybrid

ture earthquakes. Conventional scaling relations of

scheme. Long-period motions are calculated by the

fault parameters such as fault length and average
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ration of fault width due to seismogenic zone size.
Such a two-stage scaling relationship has also been
found by Hanks and Bakun (,**,). We add one more
stage for extra-large earthquakes of more than +*,+
Nm from the idea of Scholtz (,**,), changing L-model
to W-model. The scaling relationships in this study
shown by broken lines in Fig. - (a) assume fault
width saturates at a length of ,* km. The relation
between M* and S for a larger aspect ratio of fault
length L of width W is given by Fujii and Matsuura
(,***), considering tectonic loading stress.
Fig. ,. Seismic intensity map from three hypothetical earthquakes, Tokai, Tonankai, and Nankai
earthquakes continuously generated (Central Disaster Prevention Council, ,**-).

M *ΐ

Ds
scWL,
aLῐb

῍

For the above equation, a and b are given at +..ῒ+*ῑ,
and +.* by Fujii and Matsuura (,***).
slip on fault with seismic magnitude are mostly de-

Three-stage scaling also seems to be applicable

termined geologically from surface o#sets and geo-

for subduction earthquakes as shown in Fig. -(b),

physically from forward source modeling using tele-

although the bending points are di#erent. Satura-

seismic data and geodetic data (e.g. Kanamori and

tion of fault width for subduction earthquakes be-

Anderson, +31/).

comes longer.

Such data are only available for

Inner Fault Parameters

very long period motions, but are not su$ciently

Strong ground motions are inﬂuenced by inner

available for near-source strong motions dominating
short period motions of less than + sec of engineering

fault parameters representing slip heterogeneity

interest. The scaling of fault parameters based on

more than outer fault parameters. The relationships

waveform inversion results of the source process

between rupture area S, as the outer fault parameter,

using strong motion data gives a clue to solving this

and combined area of asperities Sa, as the inner fault

problem. We found two scaling relationships῍one

parameter, are shown in Fig. . (Irikura, ,**.). The

for the outer fault parameters and the other for the

ratio Sa/S seems to be almost constant regardless of
rupture area ῍about *.,, for inland earthquake and

inner fault parameters.
Outer Fault Parameters

about *.,/ for subduction earthquake. Then, stress

The scaling for the outer fault parameters, i.e.,

drop on the asperities Dsa is derived as a product of

relationship between seismic moment and rupture

the average stress drop over the fault Ds
sc and the

area, for inland crustal earthquakes is summarized in

ratio of asperity area Sa to total rupture area S (e.g.,

Fig. - (a) (Irikura, ,**.). For earthquakes with a re-

Madariaga, +313).

latively small seismic moment of less than +*+3 Nm,
scῌ
DsaΐDs

the total fault area S seems to follow the self-similar
scaling relation with a constant static stress drop in

S
Sa

῎

Another empirical relationship between seismic

proportion to the two-thirds power of seismic moment M*. The relation between M* and S is given by

moment M* and ﬂat level of acceleration source spec-

Eshelby (+3/1) assuming a circular crack with an

trum A* related to inner source parameters is shown

sc .
average stress drop Ds

in Fig. / ; it was originally found by Dan et al. (,**+),

M*ΐ

+0
ῌDs
scῌS-ῌ,
1p-ῌ,

A*῎dyneῌcmῌs,῏ΐ,..0ῌ+*+1ῌM*+ῌ-ῌ

ῌ

῏

where the unit of M* is dyneῌcm.
For large earthquakes of more than +*

Nm,

This relation was qualitatively conﬁrmed by

scaling tends to depart from the self-similar model

other authors (Morikawa and Fujiwara, ,**- ; Satoh,

(Irikura and Miyake, ,**+) corresponding to the satu-

,**.), although the factor is di#erent depending on

+3
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Fig. -. Empirical relationships between seismic moment and rupture area for inland crustal earthquakes (a) and
subduction earthquakes (b). Thick broken lines are --stage scaling relationships proposed by our studies (e.g.
Irikura, ,**.).

earthquake types such as inland-crustal, intra-slab,

as

subduction (interplate) and regionality.

῏ ῍

ῐ ῍

A*῎ῒ῎ῌΐ ῑῒ῎ῌΐ ῌ

The acceleration source spectral level Ao is ob-

῏

tained by removing propagation-path and surface-

where ῎ῌ is the acceleration spectral level from as-

geology e#ects from observed records. Ao is deﬁned

perities and ῎ῌ is that from background areas.
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Fig. .. Empirical relationships between combined area of asperities and total rupture area (thick broken line) for
inland crustal earthquakes (left : after Irikura and Miyake, ,**+) and subduction earthquakes (right). Shadow
ranges῎s (standard deviation). Thin solid lines show a factor of , and +/, for the average. Database obtained
by the waveform inversions for the inland crustal earthquakes is Somerville et al. (+333) and Miyakoshi (,**,),
for the subduction earthquakes Somerville et al. (,**,).

Fig. /. Empirical relationship between seismic moment and acceleration source spectral level for inland crustal
(solid line), intra-slab (open circle) and for subduction (interplate : solid circle) earthquakes.

῏

The acceleration level ῍ῌ is theoretically propor-

῏

῍ῌ῏.ῒῑ bvr Dsa ῒ῎῏ ῌ

tional to the square root of the combined areas of

ῌ

asperities Sa and the stress drop in the asperities Dsa

where b and vr are S wave velocity of the media and

by Madariaga (+311).

rupture velocity. If ῍ῌ is relatively small compared to

ῐ
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῍ῌ, ῍ῌ in (/) is replaced by A*. Then, Sa is estimated as

Step /. Stress Drop on Asperities (Dsa)
As shown in (-), Dsa as the inner fault parameter

follows.

is derived as a product of Ds
sc as the outer fault pa-

1p, ῏,
῍M*῎,
Sa῏῍
bvr ῌ
῎.
ῐ Sῌ῍A*῎,

ῌ

rameter and Sa/S from Step ..
Step 0. Number of Asperities (N)

In this case the stress drop of the asperities Dsa is also
given as a product of Ds
sc and S/Sa using (-).

The asperities in the entire fault rupture are
related to the segmentation of the active faults. Locations of asperities are assumed from various infor-

..

Recipe for Source Modeling

mation such as surface o#sets measured along faults,

The procedure for characterizing the source

back-slip rate studied by GPS observations, and

model is outlined as a recipe for estimating three

weak reﬂection coe$cients in fault planes.

source parametersῌouter, inner, and extra fault pa-

Step 1 : Average Slip on Asperities (Da)
Da is given as ,.*ῌD based on the empirical re-

rametersῌas follows :

lationship of Somerville et al. (+333). This relation-

Estimation of Outer Fault Parameters
Step + : Total Rupture Area (S῏LW)

ship is approximately conﬁrmed from dynamic simu-

Total fault length L of the speciﬁc earthquake is

lations of slip distribution with the multiple-asperity

deﬁned as the sum of the lengths of the fault seg-

source model (Dalguer et al, ,**.). More precisely,

ments grouping simultaneously activated.

Fault

their results show that Da/D῏,.- for N῏+, Da/D῏,.*

width W is related to the total fault length before

for N῏,, Da/D῏+.2 for N῏- (N : number of aerities)

reaching the thickness of the seismogenic zone Hs,

under constraint Sa/S῏*.,, and stress drop of back-

and is clipped at Hs/sin q (q : dip angle) after reaching

ground area Dsb῏*.*.

there.

Step 2 : E#ective Stress on Asperity (sa) and Back-

W῍km῎῏L ῍km῎

for LῐHsῌsinq

W῍km῎῏Hsῌsinq ῍km῎

for Lῑ῏Hsῌsinq ῍

ground Slip Areas (sb)
E#ective stress sa on asperity for strong motion
generation is considered to be identical to stress drop

W seems to be clipped at about ,* km when q is a low

on asperity Dsa. E#ective stress sb on background

angle.

slip area is constrained by the empirical relationship

Step , : Total Seismic Moment (M*)

between seismic moment and acceleration source

The total seismic moment is estimated from the

spectral level.

relationship between seismic moment and rupture

Step 3 : Parameterization of Slip-Velocity Time Func-

area (Fig. - (a) and (b)).

tions

Step - : Average Stress Drop (Ds
sc) on the Fault

The Kostrov-like slip-velocity time functions are

The average static stress-drop for rupture area

assumed as a function of peak slip-velocity and rise

at the ﬁrst stage of Fig. - (Moῐ+*+3 Nm) is estimated

time, based on the results of the dynamic simulation

by (+) for the circular crack model by Eshelby (+3/1).

of Day (+32,). The peak slip-velocity is given as a

Then, the average stress drop at the second and

function of e#ective stress, rupture velocity, and fmax.
Estimation of Extra Fault Parameters

third stages of Fig. - is estimated by (,) for a larger

The extra fault parameters are rupture starting

aspect ratio by Fujii and Matsu’ura (,***).
Estimation of Inner Fault Parameters

point and rupture velocity, which characterize the

Step .. Combined Area of Asperities (Sa)

rupture propagating pattern in the fault plane. For

Two methods are used for the combined area of

inland crustal earthquakes, rupture nucleation and

asperities Sa. One is taken from the empirical rela-

termination are related to the geomorphology of ac-

tion of Sa versus S (Somerville et al. +333 ; Irikura and

tive faults (e.g., Nakata et al.,+332 ; Kame and Ya-

Miyake ,**+), where the combined area of asperities

mashita, ,**-). For subduction earthquakes, infor-

is speciﬁed to be about ,,ῑ. The other is taken from

mation from past earthquakes is applied as much as

(0), estimating the acceleration source spectral level

possible.

either from the empirical relation such as (.) or observed records.
ῌ 346 ῌ
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Applicability and Validity of “Recipe”

MPa. One asperity is distributed in every segment

The “recipe” proposed here has been applied to

(total of three asperities over the rupture area). The

deterministic seismic-hazard maps for speciﬁed seis-

stress drop of the background area is estimated to be

mic source faults with a high probability of occur-

about ..* MPa from the di#erence between the stress

rence potential in the National Seismic Hazard Maps

drop of the asperity directly from Sa/S using (-) and

for Japan (,**/). The distribution of ground shaking

that indirectly from the acceleration level using (/)

levels such as PGV and seismic intensity has been

and (0). Several models are examined to verify the

evaluated for +* inland crustal earthquakes and two

inﬂuence of background e#ective stress sb on syn-

subduction earthquakes. The availability of the “rec-

thetic motions.

ipe” has been tested in each application by compar-

given as *.* MPa for Model + and as ..* MPa for Model

ing PGV’s of synthesized motions and those derived

.. The other parameters are given following Step .

from the empirical attenuation relationship by Si

through Step 3 as summarized in Fig. 0 (b).

and Midorikawa (+333).

Background e#ective stress sb is

Strong ground motions are calculated using the

A more detailed examination has been attempt-

stochastic Green’s function method (Kamae et al.,

ed to show the validity and applicability of the “rec-

+332). According to this method, the Green’s func-

ipe” comparing simulated ground motions with ob-

tions are stochastically calculated based on band-

served ones for inland crustal earthquakes and sub-

limited-white-noise with spectra following the w῍,

duction earthquakes. We introduce two cases, one is

model, and site e#ects empirically estimated from

the +33/ Kobe earthquake, as an example of the

observed records of small events.

inland earthquake, and the other is the ,**- Tokachi-

Green’s functions are changeable depending on the

oki earthquake, as an example of the subduction

random function in each trial. We choose one repre-

earthquake.

sentation of those Green’s functions whose spectra

+33/ Kobe earthquake (Mw 0.3)

The stochastic

follow the omega-square model as faithfully as possi-

The source slip model of the +33/ Kobe earth-

ble.

quake was determined from the inversion of strong

The synthesized acceleration and velocity mo-

ground motion records by several authors (e.g. Se-

tions for Models + and . are compared with observed

kiguchi et al., ,*** and Yoshida et al., +330). The slip

motions at KBU very close to the source fault in

distributions on the fault plane are similar to each

Fig. 0 (c). The velocity motions show a very good ﬁt

other, although there are clear di#erences depending

between synthesized and observed ones at the right

on the frequency ranges of the data, smoothing tech-

side of Fig. 0 (c), both of which have two signiﬁcant

niques used, etc. Even if the inverted source model is

directivity pulses on two asperities in the forward

almost uniquely determined, it is not always avail-

rupture direction. We ﬁnd that the most important

able for a strong motion simulation. The inversion is

parameters featuring strong ground motions are

usually done using only long-period motions of more

sizes of asperities and e#ective stress on each asper-

than + sec. ; therefore, it might not be useful for

ity, which characterizes amplitudes and periods of

broadband motions including short-period motions

directivity pulses causing earthquake damage. On

of less than + sec. of engineering interest.

the other hand, the synthesized acceleration motions

Then, we refer to the slip model available for

have a larger peak than observed ones at the left side

broadband ground motions derived from forward

of Fig. 0 (c). There are two possibilities for overes-

modeling using the empirical Green’s function

timating acceleration motions. One is that uniform

method (Kamae and Irikura, +332). The model con-

rupture velocity might cause too strong the directiv-

sists of three segments : two are at the Kobe side and

ity e#ect from an asperity near KBU to the synthe-

one is at the Awaji side, as shown in Fig. 0 (a). The

sized acceleration motions. The other is due to the

outer parameters are given, because the entire rup-

non-linear behavior of soil layers near the surface.

ture area is /+῎,*.2 km,, and the total seismic mo-

Such high-frequency motions are less e#ective for

sc to be ,.- MPa
ment is -.,3῎+* MPa, assuming Ds

evaluating instrumental seismic intensity.

,-

following Steps +, ,, and -. Next, the inner fault pa-

Variability of the synthesized pseudo-velocity

rameters are given as Sa/S is *.,,, then Dsa is +*./

response spectra calculated from +* trials with sto-
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Fig. 0. Ground motion simulation of the +33/ Kobe earthquake using the stochastic Green’s function method. (a)
Characterized source model based on Kamae and Irikura (+332). (b) Source parameters for synthetic motions. (c)
Comparison between observed and synthetic velocities of NS component at KBU station. (d) Variability of
synthetic pseudo-velocity response spectra using +* trials of stochastic Green’s functions.

chastic Greens functions is shown for observed ones

the world. Therefore, we only have less accurate in-

in Fig. 0 (d). The observed ones range within one

version results from slip models of subduction earth-

standard deviation at periods longer than *., sec, and

quakes. The ,**- Tokachi-oki earthquake provided a

are e#ective for measuring seismic intensity. Large

large number of strong ground motion records in-

deviations of synthesized motions at higher frequen-

cluding the source area. Slip models for the earth-

cies coincide with overestimation of acceleration mo-

quake have been proposed by several authors using

tions. We ﬁnd that strong ground motions from the

the waveform inversions of strong motion records

Kobe earthquake using the “recipe” can be used in

(e.g. Honda et al., ,**.), teleseismic data (e.g. Yama-

practice to predict distributions of seismic intensity.

naka and Kikuchi, ,**-), joint inversions of strong

,**- Tokachi-Oki Earthquake (Mw 2.*)

motion and teleseismic data (e.g. Yagi, ,**.) and

So far, very few strong motion records for subduction earthquakes have been obtained from around

strong motion and geodetic data (Koketsu et al.,
,**.), and so on.
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These results gave us a great opportunity to

The instrumental seismic intensity distributions

discuss the validity and applicability of the recipe to

estimated from the observed records and synthesized

subduction earthquakes.

motions are shown at the left of Fig. 2. Comparison

Veriﬁcation of estimating strong ground mo-

of the seismic intensity between observed records

tions for this earthquake based on the “recipe” was

and synthesized motions is shown at the right of Fig.

shown in Report of the National Seismic Hazard Map

2. The seismic intensities from the synthesized mo-

(,**/) by Earthquake Research Committee (,**/). We

tions are generally consistent with the observed

outline the veriﬁcation mentioned above. The loca-

ones.

tion and geometry of the seismic source fault refer to

sized motions in some regions where thick sedimen-

Honda et al. (,**.) as shown at the bottom right of

tary layers are underlying. This might be due to the

Fig. 1. The rupture initiation point is taken at the

empirical formula for estimating instrumental seis-

epicenter determined by the Japan Meteorological

mic intensity from peak ground velocity. This for-

Agency.

mula tends to overestimate instrumental seismic in-

The order for setting the outer fault parameters
is somewhat di#erent from that of the inland earth-

However, we can see overestimated synthe-

tensity with respect to ground motions having a
predominant longer than , sec.

quakes. The most stable and reliable parameter is

There still remain many other problems to solve

seismic moment, which is adopted as +.*/ +*,+ N-m

in applying the “recipe” to the subduction earth-

from the analysis of teleseismic data by Kikuchi and

quake. One of di$culties is to specify the number

Yamanaka (,**-). The rupture area is given to be

and locations of asperities when no historical records

sc of -.* MPa (Kanamori and An3*** km , assuming Ds

exist.

derson, +31/). That is, ﬁrst Mo, second Ds
sc and third

related to a lack of deep basin and o#-shore struc-

S are set in order.

tures from source areas to objective regions, detailed

,

The inner fault parameters are given as follows.

The other problems arise from di$culties

geometries of plate boundaries, etc.

First, the number of asperities is assumed to be three
based on the source inversion results (Yamanaka and

0.

Conclusions

Kikuchi, ,**- ; Honda et al., ,**. ; Koketsu et al., ,**. ;

A “recipe” for predicting strong ground motions

Yagi, ,**.). The locations of the three asperities are

for future large earthquakes is constructed from re-

shown by the solid circles inside the source fault in

cent ﬁndings of earthquake source physics in seis-

Fig. 1, referring to the result obtained from the for-

mology and structure damage mechanisms in earth-

ward modeling using the empirical Green’s function

quake engineering.

method of Kamae and Kawabe (,**.). The area of the

found from the results of the source process by wave-

Two scaling relationships are

large asperity is -0+., km,, and that of the other two

form inversion using strong motion data : one is seis-

asperities is half of the large one. The stress drop of

mic moment Mo versus entire source area S for the

each asperity is estimated at -1.. MPa from the em-

outer fault parameters, and the other is Mo versus

pirical relation Mo vs acceleration level following

asperity areas Sa for the inner fault parameters.
The source model is deﬁned by three kinds of

Steps . and /. The remaining parameters are given

fault parameters : outer, inner, and extra fault pa-

with the “recipe.”
The synthesized motions are calculated using a

rameters following the “recipe” based on the scaling

hybrid method (Irikura and Kamae, +333) with a

relationships. In this study the validity and applica-

crossover period of / sec, summing up longer period

bility of the procedures for characterizing earth-

motions with a theoretical procedure and shorter

quake sources based on the “recipe” are examined in

period motions with the stochastic Green’s function

comparison with observed records and broad-band

method.

simulated motions for the +33/ Kobe and the ,**-

Examples are shown in Fig. 1, in which

waveforms and pseudo-velocity-response spectra are

Tokachi-oki earthquakes.

compared between observed and synthesized mo-

The synthesized ground motions following the

tions at three sites, TKCH++, HDKH*/, and HKD*3-

“recipe” for the +33/ Kobe earthquake are consistent

very near the source fault. We ﬁnd that the synthe-

with observed records of velocity and seismic inten-

sized motions agree well with the observe records.

sity, but overestimate acceleration at a very near
ῌ 349 ῌ
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Fig. 1. Comparison of waveforms and pseudo-velocity-response spectra (PVRS, h῍*.*/) between those observed
and synthesized from the ,**- Tokachi-oki earthquake. Map showing source model and observation stations is
at the right bottom.

Fig. 2. Comparison of seismic intensity between observed and synthetics for the ,**- Tokachi-oki earthquake.
Left : distribution of seismic-intensity from observed records (Upper map) and synthetic motions (Lower map).
Left lower : comparison of seismic intensity between synthetics and observed.
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station. The most important parameters featuring
strong ground motions are sizes of asperities and
e#ective stress on each asperity, which characterize
the amplitudes and periods of directivity pulses causing earthquake damage.
The ground motions for the ,**- Tokachi-oki
earthquake, as an example of a subduction earthquake, are successfully simulated based on the “recipe,” showing good agreement in the spatial pattern
of seismic intensity, as well as in the waveform between observed and synthetics. However, we need a
priori information for specifying the number of asperities and their locations, as well as the location
and geometry of the source fault. It is very di$cult
to specify such source parameters when no historical
records exist.
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